Introduction
In laboratory-based X-ray radiography and tomography, X-rays are usually 26 produced by an X-ray tube. In such a system, electrons emitted from the be recognised by the presence of some sort of secondary image in the radio-37 graphs. Although it has often been ignored in spectrum calculations [1] , it has 38 been shown that the contribution of the effect cannot be neglected [2] .
39
In contrast to high-power rotating anode X-ray tubes, transmission-type mi- and patent #5493599), the effect is almost undocumented for transmission-type 50 microfocus tubes [7] .
51
This paper presents a study of the secondary radiation effect in a transmission-52 type microfocus X-ray tube, which has been observed at the the high-resolution 53 micro-CT (µCT) setup of the Ghent University Center for X-ray Tomography
54
(UGCT -http://www.ugct.ugent.be) [8] . This effect became evident in µCT 55 scans where unrealistic density profiles appeared. The total X-ray source was 56 simulated using BEAMnrc[9, 10, 11], which is based on the EGSnrc[12] code 57 system, and secondary radiation was shown to be caused by the internal de- experimental parameters of both radiography and CT scan are given in Table 1 .
74
The software package Octopus [13] was used for the tomographic reconstruction.
75
A simple beam-hardening correction was applied on the data [13] . by the secondary source:
in which both I F S and I SS are a convolution of the ideal image I ideal and 116 the distribution of each source. The primary spot S prim has a very narrow 117 distribution around |x, y| = 0 cm, while the secondary source has a distribution 118 S sec which comprises all photons not included in S prim :
The distribution S prim is assumed to be very narrow and is approximated 120 by an ideal Dirac δ function. When the measured intensity is convolved with a 121 function S sec approximating the secondary source S sec and second-order contri-122 butions are neglected, the contribution of the secondary source can be approxi-123 mated:
This contribution is then substracted from the measured image, resulting in 125 an approximation of the image made by the primary focal spot. 
147
This can also be verified in the 2D distribution of the generated X-rays, as a 
155
The energy spectrum of radiation with and without the molybdenum structures 156 is shown in Figure 6 (a). The difference between both spectra, i.e. the contri- The effect of the secondary radiation on a reconstructed CT slice can be seen in 
Discussion

187
The simulation of the secondary radiation effect yields results that corre- The X-ray spectrum of the tube system and the difference between the total spectrum and the primary spectrum, corresponding to the spectrum of the secondary radiation. Another reason can be found in equation (4), where |S sec * S sec | is neglected.
211
Simulations have shown this contribution S sec to be of the order of 10% (Fig-212 ure 4), which makes this assumption questionable. As mentioned before, the intensity of S sec varies depending on the experi- 
